See Central Tracing Agency [1];

### OUTLINE

- Chapter 8, e) restoring family links [2]
- Chapter 15, 1, e) tracing services [3]

### LEGAL SOURCE

#### family news

- GCIV, 25 [4]

#### dispersed families

- GCIV, 26 [5]
- PI, 74 [6]
right of families to know the fate of their relatives

**DOCUMENT**

ICRC, Tracing Service

**CASES**

Bangladesh/India/Pakistan, 1974 Agreement (Art. 12)

Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Coard v. United States

UN, Working Group on Enforced or Involuntary Disappearances: Report on Mission to Serbia, including Kosovo
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[3] https://casebook.icrc.org/law/icrc#ii_1_e